Sandia National Laboratories is a premier national security laboratory involved in a variety of research, development and engineering programs to help the nation secure a peaceful and free world through technology. We develop technologies to sustain, modernize, and protect our nuclear arsenal, prevent the spread of weapons of mass destruction, protect our national infrastructures, defend our nation against terrorism, provide new capabilities to our armed forces, and ensure the stability of our nation’s energy and water supplies. Come work at Sandia and help us change the world!

Qualified candidates seeking full-time opportunities must:

- Possess an Engineering, Science or Technology Master’s or Ph.D. degree, or be enrolled in a Master’s or Ph.D. program within two semesters of graduation; and
- Be able to obtain a U.S. DOE security clearance, which requires U.S. citizenship

During the on-site recruiting event, invited candidates will:

- Interview with key hiring managers for job opportunities in Albuquerque, NM or Livermore, CA
- Meet top research scientists and engineers
- Tour “state of the art” facilities
- Explore exciting career opportunities in a national laboratory
- Visit Albuquerque, NM, the Land of Enchantment or Livermore, CA, near the San Francisco Bay

Interested candidates should:

2. Click on Job Search
3. Enter appropriate job posting # into Keywords field:
   - 638838: New Mexico
   - 638932: California
4. Upload resume & cover letter
5. Await invitation

Application does not guarantee selection, participation or offer of employment.